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For Disney fans, choosing a favorite movie from Disney's iconic samography is sacred. For more than 80 years, Disney has dominated the animation landscape and made countless classic films beloved by millions nationwide. And your favorite choice isn't just to say which movie you like best; It's a
choice you wear as a brand of honor to let the world know exactly who you are. Given that there are more than 330 million people in America, it would be pretty much impossible to follow everyone's favorite Disney movie. But CableTV.com managed to do the next best thing by creating a map featuring
Disney's favorite movie in all 50 countries. Check it out below to see which movie your country has chosen. Unsurprisingly, the map reveals that people like to see animals go on adventures and sing catchy tunes, with 38 countries choosing films with animal heroes. There were some pleasant surprises
within animal kingdom, including the aristocrats who managed to become the favourite of three countries despite being often overlooked at canon Disney. But even more than animals, in general, the real winner was undoubtedly the Lion King, chosen as the favorite by 17 countries. The 1994 classic
dominated the Midwest and especially the Rust Belt. He also had a very strong showing in the South, where he was chosen by several countries. Disney princesses were also hugely popular, with Snow White, Sleeping Beauty, Pocahontas, The Little Mermaid, and Mlyan all claiming at least one country
on the map. Little Mermaid Ariel proved to be a princess's like, with The Little Mermaid chosen by four states, including Florida and Texas, two of America's largest populous states. Picture: Nick Dolding/DigitalVision/Getty Images The Lion King hit screens on June 24, 1994, and it was an instant hit.
Disney knew it would be before they released it, as the film managed to reduce their entire cast of animators to tears of pride and joy simply from screening the full opening sequence from within. The teams worked separately on each part of the whole and were surprised when they saw what they had
created in its final form. The film was loosely based on the Plot of Hamlet, Shakespeare's great tragedy, and although it got a happier Disney ending, it certainly dares set foot on very dark terrain on the way there. Disney eventually moved The Lion King to the stage, where director and visionary Julie
Taymor's blinding production became a Broadway bee that has now grossed more than $1 billion. With broadway and film audiences in mind, Taymor made the smart move of amplification of female roles, including turning Rafiki from male to female and adding a number to Nala. Some of the other songs
were also added to subsequent DVD releases, such as the film's popularity and the success of the stage show. With live action film making its debut in 2019, The Lion Continues to control our hearts. Of course, while the Broadway show inherently had to embrace the unreality of humans playing animals in
the country, the new film, like the original, is filled with very thorough research on the mechanics and anatomy of the animals it features. This means it's a great opportunity to re-get to know the people of savannah and rainforest. How many of the animals depicted in The Lion King can you identify? It's time
to find out how much you know about dinosaurs. What is an octet rating? And how do you use a real bone? Lucky for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help. Our award-winning website offers reliable and easy-to-understand explanations of how the world is operating. From fun quizzes that bring joy to
your day, to compelling photography and compelling lists, HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone. Sometimes we explain how things work, other times, we ask you, but we always explore in the name of fun! Because learning is fun, so stay with us! It's time to return to Pride Rock, and after 25
years, Simba's house has never looked more spectacular. The animated version of The Lion King first appeared in 1994 and threw a lot of magic into our lives and childhood. Now, a father/son story of love, loss, and friendship is about to get an amazing live-action story. The 21st Century Lion King
version is due for debut on July 19, 2019, and is going to be great. This time, director Jon Favero is expected to bring the beloved story with Donald Glover as Simba, Beyoncé as Nala, James Earl Jones repetitive to his role as Mopse, Chiwtel Ejiofor as Scar, Billy Eichner as Timon and Seth Rogen as
Pumbaa. Although we were nervous about the film at first, knowing that Fabro was the genius behind live-action's 2016 The Jungle Book and seeing the amazing trailer fell silent on many of our concerns. And yet, looking at the sheer scope of the film and its cast, how much did the Lion King cost live to
do? The $250 million extravaganza despite the budget for Live Action and The Lion King has not been officially approved, and Marvel Studios boss, Kevin Feige let it slip that the film will have a $250 million budget and it looks like every penny was well spent. Not only did Disney have to get the animation
and music just right, they also had to be able to afford Beyoncé, which we're sure was an expensive penny. The original animated classic cost Disney just $45 million and grossed nearly $1 billion at the worldwide box office. The Lion King's budget also gives Faro a little more to play with so he had for the
Jungle Book, which was budgeted at $177 million. #TheLionKing . 2019. pic.twitter.com/UMJo18FwDt - Disney (@Disney) November 1, 2017 Disney's most expensive movie of 2019 Despite its massive budget, The Lion King will not be Disney's most expensive movie of the year. This honor goes to
Avengers: The Endgame which will premiere April 26, 2019. Final chapter in The Avengers saga cost Disney $350 million to make it to the big screen. The film is set to be Disney's most expensive film of all time. Before that, the studio's most expensive live action movie was Pirates of the Caribbean: At
the end of the world it had a budget of $300 million. Meanwhile, their most expensive animated film was Tangled, which cost the studio $260 million. This year, Disney's most expensive animated features are Frozen 2 which will premiere November 22, 2019, and Toy Story 4 which will premiere, June 21,
2019. Both films have budgets of $200 million - and it's not as expensive as The Lion King, but almost like a budget busting. Disney has a lot of movies coming off the tube this year, but we're going to have to say we're the most excited about the little lion who just can't wait to be king. Check out the cheat
sheet on Facebook! No one knows how to spin a horror story like Stephen King, a prolific writer, proud miner and owner of an incredibly cute corgi. King has written dozens of novels and countless short stories, so it's no surprise that directors from Brian de Palma to Rob Reiner adapted his work for the
big screen. While many king adaptations fall flat (it's hard to translate literary horror into a visual medium), there are a dozen chilling, disturbing and/or heartbreaking films just like the books that inspired them. With the debut of Stranger Things season 3, which is largely a tribute to The King's creation, now
is the perfect time to enjoy the Story of the Lord of Horror. It is (2017)(Image credit: Brooke Palmer/Warner Bros.) In the gap between Stranger Things editions season 1 and Season 2, a stephen king remake that reminded the world that the author is king when it comes to children from broken homes who
face supernatural evil. After years of frustrated clashes with directors and Warner Bros., which caused directors David Kaganic and Carrie Fukunaga to drop out of the project, Vance Muschity finally cracked the code for bringing Pennywise to the big screen. The film thrives thanks to a t band of excellent
child actors, led by Jayden Martel who plays Bill Danbrough with a settleable fragility, and Sophia Lillis (Sharp Objects) as Barley Marsh, who is immediately seen as a star. Bill Skarsgård also impressed many viewers with his performance as Pennyways, thanks to particularly creepy vocal work and facial
gardens. This film tells only half of King's vast book; Episode 2 arrives on September 6. — Henry T. Casey The Mist (2007)The mist is one of the king's most feared novellas, relying on tension and atmosphere for scary, rather than monsters and violence. (Although – rest assured – there are plenty of
monsters and violence as the story progresses.) Frank Darrabont directed a fairly faithful adaptation in 2007, starring Thomas Jane as suburban dad David Drayton, and Jonathan Gamble as Bravo, Billy. When a strange fog descends on a small town in Maine (where else?), David and Billy experiment
with a group of other survivors in Store. As the seas go and mysterious creatures begin to strike at the doors, the townspeople have split into different camps: some want to stay, some want to go, and some are convinced that the creatures are a kind of inescapable religious apocalypse. While Darbont
changed the more obscure ending of the novella, King himself loved the new spin, and audiences loved the film in general. — Marshall Honorof1408 (2007)1408 isn't exactly the spark, but this mind-bending thriller set in a haunted hotel has enough scares to keep you glued to the screen. John Cusack
gives an inspirational performance as a skeptical writer in search of a haunted house on which to base his next novel. Ignoring the advice of Gerald Ulin (Samuel L. Jackson), Cusack enrolled in 1408, a haunted room that allegedly claimed more than 50 victims. Won't reveal himself for long and force
Cusack to face his fears face-to-face. The thrills will stay with you long after the credits roll, but it's the incredibly tender moments that charge 1408 above Stephen King's many disappointing adaptations. Stephen King was often compared to Charles Dickens, a popular writer who captures the spirit of the
era better than any number of literary types. King himself is a big Dickens fan, and The Green Mile was the experiment of King's Dickensian-style serial novel. Like many good king adaptations, the film follows the story of the almost beat-for-beat book. Tom Hanks plays Paul Edgecombe, an Depression-
era prison guard who oversees condemned prisoners before going the Green Mile that leads to the electric chair. One such prisoner is John Coffey (the late Michael Clarke Duncan and Hennog), a giant black man who, despite his protestations of innocence, becomes an easy scapegoat for a brutal



murder. As it turns out, however, Coffey also has a magical gift to heal people — but it's not guaranteed to save his own life. — Honorary Marshal walls of hope (1994)Redemption walls of hope is not just one of stephen king's best adaptations; It's one of the best films ever made, at least according to
IMDB. Based on king Rita Hayworth's novella and Walls of Hope, this film follows Red (Morgan Freeman), a long-term inmate at The Walls of Hope State Prison in Maine. There, he meets with newcomer Andy Dufresne (Tim Robbins), a mild-mannered accountant who insists, contrary to all evidence, that
he is innocent on murder charges. The film explores the burgeoning friendship between Red and Andy, as well as how prison changes one's mind and expectations over time. One thing that works in the favor of walls of hope is that it's almost identical to the short book that inspired it, including every major
plot point and streamlining only a few marginal characters. - Marshall HonorofMisery (1990)(Picture credit: Merrick Morton/Columbia Pictures)The book is always better than the movie, but with Mazari, the movie comes pretty close. Kathy Bates has A stellar twist as Annie, writer Paul Sheldon's No.1
psychotic fan (James Caan). She takes care of him during his recovery after a car accident, snow in a Cabin in Colorado. Realizing that he killed off her favorite character - the misery - Annie forces him to bring Misery back to life, literaryly, by sweetly appalling means. — Mike ProsperoThe Running Man
(1987) It may seem more like a Philip K. Dick story, but the dystopian view of the man running for crime, punishment and entertainment is all king. Ben Richards (Arnold Schwarzenegger) is a police officer framed for mass murder, and his sentence is broadcast on the TV show The Running Man, where he
has to evade a number of stalkers determined to kill him. Made in the middle of Schwarzenegger's mid-80s run of action movies, this film is packed with cartoon violence and terrible movies. Best: Here's a sub-zl! Now... Just zero! — Mike Prosperostand by (1986)Do you want to see a body? This simple
but sick offer is too much for four teenage boys to give it up. Will Wheaton, River Phoenix, Corey Feldman and Jerry O'Connell star in this adulthood story, which also features actors such as Kiefer Sutherland and John Cusack. While the premise is appalling, the film will leave many men in the midst of
their midlife crisis and a clump for days of childhood idyll. - Mike ProsperoFirestarter (1984)Firestarter is a bit of a mess, I can't lie. But what's not to like about little Drew Barrymore who stars as a pyroconetic tough man who can raise fireballs out of thin air? It's a classic, if not exactly amazing, Stephen
King story that the character stood up for peace. Barrymore, fresh off her turn as a lovable Gertie at the E.T., stars like Charlie, whose parents are exposed to government-run scientific experiments while in college and gained special powers as a result. Charlie's abilities are stronger than her parents'
abilities: she can start fires with her brain. The government agents who track down her family and try to kidnap Charlie eventually come to regret the day they designed a start-up. After waking up from a five-year coma, Johnny Smith (Christopher Walken) realizes he's gained the ability to peer into other
people's futures when he touches them. But what initially appeared to be a gift turns out to be something else when he comes into contact with presidential candidate Greg Stillson (Martin Sheen) and the politician's grim fate. Walken is at the top of his fearsome game, and Wynn is the polar opposite of his
second presidential role in the West Wing. The result is an astonishingly paced film that usually seems to be a master class in horror. As Jack Nicholson's iconic performance lands the film Emotional tension, the film also stands out thanks to a combination of visual thrills and memorable shots. While
today's audience may not feel surprised by the shot that follows young Danny as he drives his big wheel around the haunted Canal Hotel, it was almost revolutionary at the time, as he used the novel Steadicam then. — Henry T. Casey (Picture credit: Corbis/Getty)Just as Carrie, the novel, launched the
writing career of Stephen King, Carrie Film helped director Brian De Palma hit the major leagues. This film doesn't come as close to a book as other King adaptations, but the core of the story is still there. Carrie White (Sissy Spacek) is a proud and unpopular teenage girl who mysteriously develops
telekinetic powers when she gets her first period. Carrie's domineering, religious fundamentalist mother, Margaret (Piper Laurie), is confident that Carrie's powers are a sign of satan, which only makes things worse. Carrie's new powers also don't protect her from the brutality of her classmates, culminating
in a horrific prank at her prom. Carrie works both in horror film and teen drama, even if the ending is a little different from the book. — Honorary Marshal
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